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INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 

 
1. On July 7, 2023, pursuant to an application made by UMC Financial Management Inc. 

(“UMC”), this Honourable Court granted an Order (the “Receivership Order”) appointing 

Ernst & Young Inc. (“EY” or the “Receiver”) as receiver of Careadon Corp. (“Careadon” or 

the “Company”).  For the remainder of this report, and future reports, any reference to 

“Management” will be used to refer to Mr. Terrence Hodgson, the director of Careadon.   

2. Careadon’s sole physical asset is an eight-story independent living facility for adults aged 

55 or over. The facility, known as Careadon Village, is located at 2 Inglewood Drive, St. 

Albert, Alberta (hereinafter referred to as the “Lands” or the “Building”). The Building is 

currently under construction, with a total of 164 units, of which approximately 55 are 

essentially completed with the remaining 109 units to be completed (most of which are on 

the upper floors of the Building).  

3. Notwithstanding the incomplete status of the Building, as at the date of the receivership 

seven of the completed units were occupied as a result of rental agreements or life leases 

(the “Life Leases”) entered into between the occupants and Careadon. The Receiver has 

since determined that one Life Lease tenant terminated their Life Lease before the date of 

Receivership Order. Further a tenant under a rental agreement terminated their lease as 

per the terms of the agreement. Both of these occupants have moved out, leaving five units 

occupied as at the date of this report.     

4. On August 31, 2023, the Receiver sought, and was granted, a Sales Process Order. Upon 

receipt of the Sales Process Order, the Receiver ran a six-week process, soliciting offers 

to purchase from investors, strategic purchasers, and commercial realtors (the “Sales 

Process”).  

5. The purpose of this report (the “Receiver’s Second Report”) is to provide the Court with 

information and the Receiver’s comments (where applicable) in relation to the following: 

a) the activities of the Receiver since the date of the Receiver’s First Report, including 

the results derived from the Sales Process and the offers received for the Building  

to date;  

b) the receipts and disbursements incurred by the Receiver since the onset of the 

receivership proceeding up to and including November 17, 2023 (the “November 

17 Statement of Receipts and Disbursements”); 
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c) the fees and expenses of the Receiver and its counsel up to and including 

November 17, 2023;  

d) a proposed interim distribution to certain stakeholders prepared by the Receiver, 

provided the Offer is approved and the sale of the building proceeds as anticipated 

and discussed herein;  

and to obtain Orders of the Court that:  

e) approve the Receiver’s actions to date, as outlined in this report;  

f) approve the Superior Offer (as defined later in this report), and permits the 

Receiver to proceed to finalize the sale of the Building;  

g) seal the Confidential Supplement to the Receiver’s Second Report (“Second 

Confidential Supplement”); 

h) approve the November 17 Statement of Receipts and Disbursements; 

i) approve the fees and expenses of the Receiver and those of its legal counsel, 

including unbilled WIP up to and including November 17, 2023;  

j) approve the interim distribution (the “Interim Distribution Order”) to the secured 

creditors from the sales proceeds; and 

k) provide such further relief that the Court considers just and warranted in the 

circumstances. 

 
DISCLAIMER 

 
6. In preparing the Receiver’s Second Report, the Receiver relied upon certain financial 

information prepared by Careadon and derived from discussions with Management.  The 

Receiver has not audited, reviewed, or otherwise attempted to verify the accuracy or 

completeness of the information provided.  Accordingly, the Receiver expresses no opinion 

or other form of assurance on the information contained in this report or relied upon in its 

preparation.   

 

7. This report should be read in conjunction with any other materials filed before the date of 

the upcoming application to Court which has currently been set for December 8, 2023.  All 

reports and Orders, save for items directed to be sealed for confidentiality purposes, are 

available on the Receiver’s website established for these proceedings that is located at 

https://documentcentre.ey.com/#/detail-engmt?eid=535 
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8. All references to dollars are in Canadian currency unless otherwise noted. 

 
ACTIVITIES OF THE RECEIVER SINCE THE RECEIVER’S FIRST REPORT 

 
9. In addition to ongoing discussions with Management, the tenants of the Building, and 

various other stakeholders, the paragraphs that follow outline the more significant activities 

of the Receiver since the Receiver’s First Report.  

Sales Process 

 
10. Upon granting of the Sales Process Order on August 31, 2023, the Receiver drafted a 

teaser letter, detailing information on the Building (the “Teaser Letter”), and a set deadline 

for offers to purchase.   Attached hereto as Schedule “A” is a copy of the Teaser Letter.  

 

11. The Receiver, with some supplemental assistance from UMC and HMT, identified a 

number of strategic and financial proponents that may have interest in the Building. The 

Receiver also notified a number of commercial real estate agents and other sales agents 

of the opportunity such that they could canvass any potential purchasers they may be 

aware of to participate in the Sales Process.  On September 1, 2023, the Teaser Letter 

was sent to all potential purchasers/investors/agents identified.  

 
12. In an effort to reach as broad an audience as possible, the Receiver canvassed the matter 

and the Sales Process internally with its corporate finance and transaction real estate 

groups to extend notice of the Sales Process where possible.   As a result, a number of 

additional parties were identified and the Teaser Letter was forwarded to these additional 

recipients on September 5, 2023, by email.  

 
13. To add further exposure, the Receiver posted advertisements of the Sales Process in the 

following publications:  

 
a) Globe and Mail;  

b) Edmonton Journal;  

c) St. Albert Gazette; and  

d) Insolvency Insider  

Attached hereto as Schedule “B” are the tear sheets for these advertisements.  

14. Further, the Receiver also posted the opportunity with the particulars of the Building/Sales 

Process on LoopNet. Attached hereto as Schedule “C” is the LoopNet advertisement. 
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Lastly, a copy of the Teaser Letter was posted to the Receiver’s document centre website.  

 
15. As a result of the Receiver’s efforts, a total of 163 different parties were directly provided 

with the Teaser Letter by the Receiver. It is unknown how many other parties may have 

viewed or otherwise received a copy of the Teaser Letter from the Receiver’s website, 

LoopNet, advertising, or indirectly otherwise. Of those in receipt of the Teaser Letter, 

eighteen (18) parties requested walkthroughs of the Building, and a number of such parties 

requested (and the Receiver provided) multiple walkthroughs for due diligence purposes.  

 
16. The Sales Process concluded on October 16, 2023, and at its conclusion, the Receiver 

was in receipt of seven (7) offers (the “Initial Offers”). The Receiver is of the view that the 

detailed information in relation to the Initial Offers and certain other information pertaining 

to the sale of the Building is commercially sensitive in nature, and should be kept 

confidential at this time in the event the sale contemplated in this report (discussed later) 

fails to close.  As such, the Receiver has prepared a Second Confidential Supplement that 

will be provided to the Court that includes a summary of Initial Offers received and other 

sensitive information.  After reviewing the Initial Offers received, the Receiver presented 

the Initial Offers to UMC and HMT on a confidential basis for review and comment. 

 
17. Upon review, HMT was supportive of moving forward with negotiating one or several of the 

Initial Offers received; however, UMC indicated that the Initial Offers were materially too 

low and that it was not supportive of the Receiver accepting or moving forward with any of 

the Initial Offers. Further, with the exception of one of the Initial Offers, the balance of the 

Initial Offers had conditions, which presented potential down-side risk to the ultimate 

purchase price achieved. Given the difference of positions between HMT and UMC, it was 

agreed to adjourn further discussions on the Initial Offers for a few business days to allow 

UMC time to consider its position/advise the Receiver what would be a suitable sale price 

and related terms. At the reconvened teleconference meeting, UMC continued to advise 

that the Initial Offers were materially too low and suggested they needed further time to 

consider their options, which still possibly included accepting or moving forward with one 

or more if the Initial Offers.  As such, given the position of UMC, the Receiver was of the 

view that there was no benefit to try and counter or negotiate any of the Initial Offers unless 

UMC’s position changed.   As at November 1, 2023, Careadon was indebted to UMC in 

the amount of $71,144,173.77, with per diem interest of $15,291.09. 

 
18. On October 30, 2023, the Receiver received an unsolicited offer from UMC to purchase 

the Lands together with all buildings, fixtures, improvements, equipment and personal 

property situate thereon (the “Superior Offer”). Shortly thereafter, during a teleconference 

meeting held on November 2, 2023, in consultation with HMT and UMC, the Receiver 
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decided to formally reject all of the Initial Offers.  The Superior Offer was materially higher 

than any of the Initial Offers, contained no conditions, and would serve to significantly 

reduce UMC’s second position exposure in the circumstances.  The Receiver determined 

that it would be in the best interests of all stakeholders to pursue the Superior Offer, despite 

it being received after the conclusion of the Sales Process as it was materially better than 

any of the Initial Offers and contained no conditions.    

 
19. The Receiver contacted all of the parties who had submitted Initial Offers and notified them 

that all of the Initial Offers had been rejected, and returned all deposits that were received. 

A formalized purchase and sale agreement (“PSA”) was entered into on November 23, 

2023, between the Receiver and UMC which reflects the Superior Offer, a copy of which 

is included in the Second Confidential Supplement.  

 
20. Given the above, the Receiver is respectfully recommending that that Superior Offer be 

approved by the Court.    

 
21. The Superior Offer and PSA do not contemplate an assignment of the Life Lease but the 

proposed form of Order permits the Life Lease residents (the “Life Lease Residents”) to 

continue to occupy their units for 6 months following closing, or such further period as may 

be agreed to between the Purchaser and the Life Lease Residents.  For clarity, as at the 

date of this Report, four (4) of the five (5) leased units are subject to Life Leases.   

 
22. Pursuant to the Life Leases, Life Lease Residents were required to pay to the Debtor a 

fixed amount made up of two components, a non-refundable entrance fee and a loan to 

the Debtor.  Repayment of the loan amount was to be secured by a $4 million cash reserve 

(the “Cash Reserve”) and a second-place mortgage (the “Trust Mortgage”) on title that 

was to be held and registered by Careadon Trust Inc., acting in the capacity of a trustee. 

 
23. To date, there is no evidence or information to suggest that Careadon or Careadon Trust 

Inc., the proposed Life Lease trustee, took steps to establish the Cash Reserve or the Trust 

Mortgage.  

 
24. As far as the Receiver is aware, Reynolds Mirth Richards and Farmer LLP (“RMRF”), 

Careadon’s former corporate counsel, continues to hold an estimated $1.3MM in trust, 

being all amounts paid by the Life Lease Residents to Careadon in respect of their Life 

Leases.  

 
25. The Receiver is not seeking an adjudication as to claims against the funds held in trust by 

RMRF at this application but will assess claims to the funds held by RMRF and if 

necessary, will set down an application returnable before this Honourable Court and on 
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notice to interested parties to address the matter.  The Receiver believed it premature to 

seek to determine any issues related to the funds held by RMRF until after the Sales 

Process concluded, in the event that the highest and best offeror sought to take assignment 

of the Life Leases.  

 
26. A copy of title to the Lands is attached hereto as Schedule “D”. Since the date of the First 

Report, additional liens and interests have been registered as against the Lands.   

 
27. On November 16, 2023, pursuant to an Order of the Honourable Justice M.E. Burns, 

Careadon was adjudged bankrupt and EY was appointed as Trustee in Bankruptcy of 

Careadon.   

Pre-Receivership Litigation 

 
28. The Receiver has been made aware of two (2) actions (the “Actions”) in which Careadon 

is a co-Plaintiff with Kota Contracting Inc. (“Kota”), a party controlled Management of 

Careadon.  The Actions bear Court of King’s Bench of Alberta File Numbers 1803 10233 

and 2003 05717.  

 

29. There has been some limited procedural developments in the Actions, culminating in 

procedural orders granted November 14, 2023 setting down timelines for parties to the 

Actions to take certain steps, including but not limited to, questioning, answering 

undertakings and the provision of expert reports.  

 

30. The Receiver continues to explore options related to the Actions with a view to benefitting 

the receivership estate.  

 
Other Actions of the Receiver to Date 

 
31. Since the onset of these receivership proceedings, the Receiver’s other actions include, 

but are not limited to the following: 

 

a.) receiving and addressing creditor and other stakeholder questions and concerns; 

 

b.) providing walkthroughs of the Building to prospective purchasers throughout the Sales 

Process; 

 
c.) dealing with various operational challenges involving utilities, repairs and maintenance 

and other items; and 

 
d.) preparing this report.  
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STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS & DISBURSEMENTS 

 
32. Outlined in the analysis below is a summary of the receipts and disbursements of the 

Receiver from the onset of these proceedings up to and including November 17, 2023. 

 

33. The Receiver provides the following notes in relation to its analysis above: 

a) As per the Receivership Order, $1,500,000 in total receiver’s borrowings have 

been approved. As at the date of this report, the Receiver has drawn $950,000 

in borrowings from UMC and paid UMC’s fund fees in the amount of $12,600. 

The Receiver considers UMC’s funding fees to be reasonable and in line with 

market standards;  

b) Income from two rental units and four leased units up to the month of 

November 2023. As stated earlier in this report, one of the rental unit tenants 

moved out in October 2023, leaving five units occupied as of the date of this 

report; 

Receipts: Notes

Jul 7 to                 

Nov 17, 2023

Receiver's borrowings a 950,000

Rental/lease income b 45,489

Cash in bank 12,260

Interest 2,980

Total Receipts 1,010,729

Disbursements:

Property tax c 419,893

Insurance d 260,371

Professional fees e 182,508

Payroll 21,130

Utilities & telecommunications 15,434

Repairs & maintenance f 13,355

Receiver's borrowings fees a 12,600

Furniture rental 11,655

Locksmith & FOB access 2,709

Waste disposal 2,458

IT services 660

Licensing fee 75

Total Disbursements 942,848

Cash on Hand - November 17, 2023 67,881

Careadon Corp

Statement of Receipts and Disbursements

For the Period July 7 to November 17, 2023
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c) As referenced in the Receiver’s First Report, the Receiver paid the 2022 

outstanding property tax amounts in order to avoid further penalties and 

interest from accruing. On November 9, 2023, the Receiver received a copy 

of a Statement of Outstanding Taxes from the City of St. Albert noting 

$16,795.72 remains outstanding. The Receiver believes this amount is 

incorrect and has requested further information to support this outstanding 

amount. As of the date of this report, no information has been provided. 

d) Monthly insurance premiums are approximately $65,085 and up to date as of 

the date of this report; 

e) Receiver’s fees and disbursements ($127,450.84) and Receiver’s counsel’s 

fees and disbursements ($55,057.41) to date, which have been invoiced and 

paid out of funds on hand; and 

f) Repairs and maintenance relating to HVAC repairs, plumbing, and elevator 

maintenance, among other items.     

 
PROFESSIONAL FEES TO NOVEMBER 17, 2023 

 
Summary of Receiver’s Accounts 

 
34. Set out in the chart below is a summary of the Receiver’s time (and related charges) for 

each individual who has worked on this matter up to November 17, 2023. To date, the 

Receiver has rendered one invoice to the estate for its fees and expenses in the amount 

of $127,450.84 (inclusive of GST). Attached hereto as Schedule “E” is a copy of this 

invoice.  

Receiver’s Fee Schedule 

 

Employee Hours

Rate 

(Standard) Amount

Duncan Yang 1.00 895.00 895.00

Ellie Eplett 13.00 295.00 3,835.00

Evan MacKinnon 108.30 590.00 63,897.00

Khanh Vuong 2.50 675.00 1,687.50

Kim Dao Phan 6.50 395.00 2,567.50

Mark Shtay 18.30 395.00 7,228.50

Matt McCulloch 62.90 895.00 56,295.50

Talia Buzagalo 4.00 395.00 1,580.00

Trina Sorbara 5.10 395.00 2,014.50

Victoria Milis 1.00 525.00 525.00

Total 222.60 140,525.50
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35. Using the standard rates of the Receiver, the total invoiced fees as noted above are 

$140,525.50 (exclusive of GST); however, the Receiver has provided a courtesy discount 

in the amount of $23,923.00, reducing the total fees invoiced to $116,602.50.  

36. Expenses invoiced to date total $4,779.25 (exclusive of GST). These expenses are 

predominantly in relation to mail redirection requests, mailouts, advertising the Sales 

Process and mileage. 

37. Accounting for the fees of $116,602.50, expenses of $4,779.25, and GST of $6,069.09, 

the invoiced total to date is equal to the $127,450.84 amount referenced in paragraph 34 

of this report. 

38. The Receiver’s total WIP outstanding to November 17, 2023, is $46,400.59 (inclusive of 

GST). For clarity, this amount is in addition to the amounts previously invoiced to the estate 

by the Receiver as indicated above. The breakdown of the Receiver’s outstanding WIP is 

as follows:  

a) $44,180.00 in unbilled time charges of the Receiver;  

b) $11.04 in expenses relating to postage; and  

c) $2,209.55 GST.  

39. Since the appointment of the Receiver by this Court, Mr. Matthew McCulloch, CA, CPA, 

CIRP, LIT, who is a Partner with EY, has had primary responsibility for the work carried out 

by the Receiver. However, wherever appropriate, work was delegated to other members 

of the EY team to mitigate the professional fee charges of the Receiver.  

40. In the Receiver’s respectful opinion, the time and disbursements incurred in the course of 

its duties are fair and reasonable in these circumstances. Further, the Receiver’s costs in 

relation to the Receivership to November 17, 2023, are comparable to receivership 

assignments of similar scale and complexity.  

41. The hourly rates charged by the Receiver as consistent with the average hourly rates billed 

by the Receiver on its other engagements and, to the Receiver’s knowledge, are 

reasonably consistent with other firms of comparable size and qualifications engaged on 

similar receivership matters. 

42. The Receiver respectfully requests that the Court approve its fees and expenses incurred 

to November 17, 2023. 
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Receiver’s Legal Counsel’s Fees 

 
43. The Receiver engaged the services of McLennan Ross LLP as its independent legal 

counsel to assist with the obligations in these proceedings. The lawyer primarily 

responsible for assisting the Receiver is Mr. Ryan Trainer.  

44. As of the date of this report, Receiver’s legal counsel has remitted one invoice totaling 

$55,057.41. Attached hereto as Schedule “F” is a copy of the legal invoice rendered by 

McLennan Ross LLP. 

45. The Receiver’s legal counsel’s total WIP outstanding to November 17, 2023 is $30,409.54 

(inclusive of GST). For clarity, this amount is in addition to the amount previously invoiced 

to the estate. This amount represents $28,961.47 in unbilled time and $1,448.07 in GST. 

46. Given the specific circumstances encountered in these receivership proceedings to date 

and the extensive involvement of counsel for UMC, HMT and various other stakeholders, 

the Receiver advises that its counsel played a crucial role in these receivership 

proceedings. Further, the Receiver has reviewed the invoice rendered to it by McLennan 

Ross LLP and believes they are both reasonable and proper. The legal services provided 

have been necessary for the Receiver to fulfill its obligations in these proceedings.  

47. Based on the above, the Receiver respectfully requests that the Court approve the fees 

and expenses of its legal counsel to November 17, 2023.  

RECEIVER’S PROPOSED INTERIM DISTRIBUTION 

 
48. As per the PSA included in the Second Confidential Supplement, it is anticipated that the 

sale of the Building will close before December 31, 2023.  

49. Upon closing of the sale, and receipt of the funds, the Receiver wishes to distribute funds 

to the first mortgage holder, HMT, to avoid any further interest and fees from accruing. To 

facilitate the Receiver’s request in this regard, the Receiver is seeking to obtain an Interim 

Distribution Order from the Court that is based on the information outlined in the following 

paragraphs. 

50. Attached hereto as Schedule “G” to this report is the payout statement as of November 

6, 2023, of the HMT mortgage advanced to Careadon.  

51. Based off the information noted in the HMT payout statement, the Receiver has calculated 

the amount that will be owed to HMT as of December 29, 2023, as follows: 
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52. Given that the sale is expected to close before the end of 2023, the Receiver anticipates 

distribution payments to HMT will be made no later than December 29, 2023, the last 

business day of 2023 or soon thereafter. 

53. Provided that the amounts calculated above by the Receiver are accurate and the Court 

approves the Receiver’s request, the Receiver is anticipating making an interim distribution 

to HMT in the amount of $14,166,636.85 plus all other unbilled legal fees, disbursements 

and charges be distributed to HMT from the cash generated from the sale. The analysis 

below illustrates the potential remaining funds on hand that could be held by the Receiver 

if the figures calculated above, and the cash generated from the sale of the Building is 

accurate: 

 

54. The Receiver provides the following notes in relation to its analysis above: 

a) It is anticipated there will be sufficient funds on closing to discharge 

Careadon’s indebtedness to HMT. The remaining terms and funds 

associated with the sale as per the PSA are detailed further in the Second 

Confidential Supplement; and 

b) UMC has agreed to have all or part of the Receiver’s borrowings provided to 

date subordinated to the mortgage of HMT up to a maximum amount of 

$1MM. 

55. The Receiver will hold back funds to cover any professional fees, Receiver’s borrowings (if 

available) and costs associated with completing the administration of the estate. In the 

Harbour Mortgage Corp.

As of December 29, 2023

Principal, Accrued Interest & Fees as at Nov 6, 2023 13,913,903.70

Per Diem (Nov 6 to Dec 29) - 53 Days 252,733.15

Total 14,166,636.85

Careadon Corp. 

Ernst & Young Inc - Receiver

Proposed Interim Distribution

Note

Sales Proceeds Available on Closing a 15,000,000.00

Less Distributions:

   Receiver's Borrowings b 0.00

   Harbour 14,166,636.85

Total Distributions 14,166,636.85

Net Proceeds Available after Distribution 833,363.15
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event there are any funds remaining at the conclusion of these receivership proceedings, 

such funds will be remitted to UMC as a partial payment towards the Receiver’s 

borrowings. 

56. Should the sale proceeds not be available for distribution before December 29, 2023 and/or 

the distribution of proceeds to HMT not occur as a result of unforeseen issues, the 

proposed Interim Distribution Order has contemplated a distribution of up to $14,300,000 

to account for additional per diem interest charges and professional costs associated with 

HMT’s loan.  

57. As noted in the Receiver’s First Report, the Receiver has obtained an opinion from its legal 

counsel that HMT’s security (as detailed in the Receiver’s First Report) is valid and 

enforceable, subject to the standard qualifications and that HMT’s security stands in priority 

to the security held by UMC pursuant to an intercreditor agreement dated on April 20, 2021.  

RESTRICTED COURT ACCESS ORDER  

 
58. The Receiver respectfully requests that this Honourable Court approve the temporary 

sealing of the Second Confidential Supplement.  As noted earlier in this report, the Second 

Confidential Supplement contains commercially sensitive information, including the 

summary of the Initial Offers received, the Superior Offer, and the PSA.  Sealing the 

Confidential Supplement is required in the event that a further listing or sales process is 

required, should the transaction contemplated by the PSA fail to close.   

59. McLennan Ross LLP, counsel to the Receiver, submitted a Notice to Media of Application 

to Restrict Access (the “Notice to Media”) with respect to the Confidential Supplement. 

Confirmation of receipt of the Notice to Media was delivered by the Clerk of the Court to 

McLennan Ross LLP on November 27, 2023. A copy of the confirmation of receipt of the 

Notice to Media is attached as Appendix “H”.  

 
CONCLUSION 
 
60. Based on the matters outlined in this report, the Receiver respectfully requests that this 

Honourable Court grant Orders that:  

a) approve the Receiver’s actions as outlined in this report;  

b) approve the Superior Offer, permits the Receiver to proceed to finalize the 

sale of the Building; 

c) seal the Second Confidential Supplement; 
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d) approve the November 17 Statement of Receipts and Disbursements; 

e) approve the fees and expenses of the Receiver and those of its legal counsel, 

including unbilled WIP up to November 17, 2023; 

f) approve the Interim Distribution as set out herein; and 

g) provide such further relief that the Court considers just and warranted in the 

circumstances. 

Respectfully submitted this 28th day of November 2023. 

 
Ernst & Young Inc. 
In its capacity as Receiver of 
Careadon Corp. 
and not in its Personal Capacity 
 
Per: 
 
 
 
 
Matt McCulloch, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT  
Senior Vice President  
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SCHEDULE “A” 



A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited 

 

 

Ernst & Young Inc. 
Suite 1400 Epcor Tower 
10423 – 101 Street 
Edmonton, AB T5H 0E7 

 Tel: +1 780 423 5811 
Fax: +1 780 428 8977 
ey.com/parthenon 

 
                   September 1 2023 

 
Request for Offers to Purchase 

 
Careadon Corp o/a Careadon Village – 2 Inglewood Drive, St. Albert, Alberta 

 

On July 7, 2023, pursuant to an Order granted by the Court of King’s Bench of Alberta, Ernst & Young Inc. (“EY” 
or the “Receiver”) was appointed as Receiver over the assets of Careadon Corp (“Careadon”).  In its capacity 
as Receiver, EY is currently seeking offers to purchase in relation to an eight-floor (including lower level) 181,456 
square foot building, designed for 164 residential units (the “Property”), owned and operated by Careadon, 
located at: 

2 Inglewood Drive, St. Albert, Alberta T8N 7W6 

Legal Description: Lot 4A, Block 1, Plan 162 3283 
 
On August 31, 2023, the Court authorized the Receiver to initialize a formal sales process commencing 
September 1, 2023 for the Property.   

The Property began construction in 2016 and is situated on approximately 2.55 acres of land off the Sturgeon 
River. The Property is constructed out of concrete and steel and is designed to feature common area amenities 
such as a water spa, library, and theatre room. There is an asphalt parking lot located at the front of the Property 
with 91 surface stalls, along with an underground lot for tenants of the Property.  The Property remains under 
construction to some varying degree, mostly on the upper levels, but is also generally complete on the first three 
floors and currently houses residents with additional units ready for occupancy. 

 

(Please do not approach tenants with enquiries about the Property.  All questions related to the Property 
or sale of the Property should be made to the Receiver at the contact information listed below.) 

Offer to Purchase Deadline: October 16, 2023 at 4:00 PM (MDT) 
 



A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited 

 

 

 
All offers in respect of the Property shall be made to the Receiver on an as-is where-is basis, and with the 
understanding that such offers are submitted without any representations or warranties from the Receiver in 
relation to the description, quality, quantity, or fitness for use or purpose of the Property, or otherwise.  All parties 
replying to this offer to purchase are responsible for conducting their own due diligence with respect to the 
Property. 
 
Any offer accepted by the Receiver (if any) must also be approved by the Court of King’s Bench of Alberta. 
Interested parties must make an appointment to inspect the Property. Once submitted, all offers are irrevocable 
and cannot be withdrawn or amended prior to the earlier of a) notice from the Receiver that the offer has been 
accepted (subject to Court approval), b) notice from the Receiver that the offer has been rejected, or c) October 
23, 2023 at 4:00 p.m. MDT.  
 
Offers shall be accompanied by a deposit equal to at least 5% of the offer price (the “Deposit”).  The Deposit 
shall be paid by certified cheque or bank draft payable to “Ernst & Young Inc. – in Trust”, in its capacity as 
Receiver of Careadon Corp.  
 
If an offer is accepted by the Receiver and obtains Court approval, the Deposit will be applied to the purchase 
price of the Property on closing. If an offer is rejected, the Receiver will notify the offeror and will return the 
Deposit within five (5) business days of notice being given.  Deposit refunds will be sent by registered mail or 
courier. 
 
Upon an offer obtaining Court approval the Deposit shall be immediately and irrevocably forfeited to the Receiver 
as a genuine pre-estimate of damages incurred by the Receiver in connection with the closing. 
 
The Receiver may, in its sole discretion: 
 

a. negotiate the terms of any offer with one or more offerors; 
b. waive or vary any of these Terms and Conditions; 
c. accept an offer, or portion thereof, prior to the sales process deadline; 
d. reject an offer in full and unfettered discretion; and 
e. withdraw from this request for offers to purchase process at any time. 

 
This request for offers to purchase process does not prohibit the Receiver from accepting and closing any offer 
for all or any part of the Property prior to the sales process deadline, should any acceptable offer be received. 
If you have questions about the sales process or would like to arrange for a site visit of the Property, please 
contact Evan MacKinnon at (780) 441-2447 or by email at evan.mackinnon@parthenon.ey.com. 
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SCHEDULE “B” 





S H A N TA É  C A M P B E L L

Canada’s slowing real estate 
sector has been granted some-
thing of a reprieve by the Bank 
of Canada, after the central 
bank chose to hold its policy in-
terest rate at five per cent after 
casting a chill over the housing 
market with two consecutive 
rate hikes to start the summer.

“With recent evidence that 
excess demand in the economy 
is easing, and given the lagged 
effects of monetary policy, gov-
erning council decided to hold 
the policy interest rate at 5 per 
cent and continue to normal-
ize the Bank’s balance sheet,” 
the central bank’s governing 
council said in a statement on 
its website.

The Wednesday announce-
ment, however, did not take 
further rate hikes off the table. 
The governing council said it 
would remain vigilant against 
persistent inflationary pres-
sures, and affirmed its readi-
ness to adjust the policy inter-
est rate if deemed necessary.

Mortgage strategist Robert 
McLister cautioned that the 
Bank of Canada’s warning 
should not be dismissed.

“If consumer inflation expec-
tations tick meaningfully high-
er, I have no doubt the Bank 
of Canada will hammer them 
back down with at least anoth-
er quarter-point hike, despite a 
shrinking economy,” McLister 
said in an email. “That’s not my 
prediction, but it’s a distinct 
possibility.”

Pritesh Parekh, a realtor in 
Toronto, said the rate hold 
would give many in the housing 
sector a much-needed respite.

“There’s a lot of people ex-
haling right now,” Parekh 
said. “They were holding their 
breath and were really stressed 
out about this because these 
rates have been really tough 
for some people to handle.”

Adil Dinani, a realtor at Roy-
al LePage West in Vancouver, 
said that while the relief was 
palpable, the rate decision isn’t 
a game-changer.

“I think there is a sense of 
relief. Does it change the cur-
rent situation? Not really,” Di-
nani said. “Perhaps it provides 
a glimmer of hope that we’re 
nearing the end of this rate 
hiking cycle. I still believe we’re 
beginning to see some cracks 
in the real estate market, es-
pecially from those ‘mom and 
pop’ investors, less seasoned 
in the field, who can’t sustain 
their properties with a seven 
per cent interest rate.”

Alex Leduc, CEO of Perch, a 
digital mortgage consultancy 
in Toronto, said the Bank of 
Canada was right to wait and 
see how things play out after 
raising its benchmark rate 10 
times since 2022.
Financial Post

Real estate 
sector 
applauds 
BoC for 
holding rate

One realtor calls the rate hold 
a “glimmer of hope that we’re 
nearing the end of this rate 
hiking cycle.”    

T H E  C A NA D I A N  P R E S S  F I L E S

The Bank of Canada chose not to hike a key interest rate, but is “prepared to increase the policy rate further if needed.”   T H E  C A NA D I A N  P R E S S

E R I K  H E RT Z B E R G  
a n d  R A N DY  
T H A N T H O N G - K N I G H T

The Bank of Canada held inter-
est rates steady and kept the door 
open to further hikes, with econo-
mists seeing its historic tightening 
cycle at its likely end point.

Policy-makers, led by governor 
Tiff Macklem, maintained the 
benchmark overnight lending 
rate at five per cent on Wednesday, 
the highest level in 22 years. They 
acknowledged a rapid downshift 
in the economy and warned that 
price pressures are proving tough 
to wrestle all the way back to their 
target.

“With recent evidence that 
excess demand in the economy 
is easing, and given the lagged 
effects of monetary policy, Gov-
erning Council decided to hold,” 
the bank said. Officials, however, 
remain “concerned about the per-
sistence” of underlying inflation 
and are “prepared to increase the 
policy rate further if needed.”

The move was expected by econ-
omists in a Bloomberg survey and 
market reaction was muted. While 
the rate statement suggests poli-
cy-makers are comfortable wait-
ing to assess how the deteriorat-

ing economy will restore price 
stability, officials are still both-
ered enough by the persistent 
momentum in inflation to remain 
cautious.

They’re also weighing the cumu-
lative impact of 475 basis points of 
hikes since March 2022. Keeping 
a hawkish bias this time around 
contrasts with January’s explicit 
pause signal and is likely enough to 
keep premature bets on rate cuts at 
bay — especially if Macklem is able 
to reinforce his inflation worries 
in a speech and press conference 
Thursday in Calgary.

Most analysts think the Bank of 
Canada is finished raising rates.

“We doubt it will need to fol-
low through” with another hike, 
Stephen Brown, an economist at 
Capital Economics, said in a re-
port to investors. Doug Porter, 
chief economist at Bank of Mon-
treal, agreed, arguing that “unless 
growth rebounds in Q3 — which 
we doubt — the BoC is likely done 
with rate hikes.”

Economists surveyed by 
Bloomberg before the decision 
see the bank’s next move as a cut 
in April of next year.

With many central banks glob-
ally nearing or at their terminal 
point for rates, Wednesday’s de-

cision suggests Canada’s six-mem-
ber panel may soon transition the 
debate to how long they need to 
hold instead of how restrictive pol-
icy should be.

On Tuesday, the Reserve Bank of 
Australia also kept its key interest 
rate unchanged and maintained a 
tightening bias. Consecutive paus-
es in that country imply a higher 
hurdle for any further hikes and 
suggest a surprise shift in econom-
ic data will be needed to prompt 
additional tightening.

After its January declaration, the 
Bank of Canada moved to the side-
lines for five months. It resumed 
hiking in June and July after un-
daunted consumers drove unex-
pectedly strong economic growth. 
But there’s ample recent evidence 
the central bank has now done 
enough to cool excess demand.

Gross domestic product con-
tracted at a 0.2 per cent annualized 
rate in the second quarter, far be-
low the bank’s estimate for a 1.5 per 
cent expansion. The labour market 
is loosening — job vacancies are 
falling and the unemployment 
rate continues to tick up — and the 
housing market has slowed.

“The Canadian economy has en-
tered a period of weaker growth, 

which is needed to relieve price 
pressures,” the bank said. “This 
reflected a marked weakening in 
consumption growth and a decline 
in housing activity, as well as the 
impact of wildfires in many regions 
of the country.”

But with wage growth stuck 
around four per cent or five per 
cent, and inflationary pressures 
remaining broad-based, poli-
cy-makers are still seeing the dif-
ficulty in the last mile of returning 
inflation to the two per cent target. 

“The longer high inflation per-
sists, the greater the risk that 
elevated inflation becomes en-
trenched, making it more difficult 
to restore price stability.”

The bank kept the last three 
sentences of the rate statement 
the same, laying out key metrics 
policymakers will be monitoring, 
including the evolution of excess 
demand, inflation expectations, 
wage growth and corporate pric-
ing behaviour.

The central bank’s next decision 
is due Oct. 25, after double releas-
es of jobs, inflation and retail data, 
as well as gross domestic product 
numbers for July and an August 
estimate.
Bloomberg

Bank of Canada holds interest rate 
at 5 per cent as economy weakens
Downshift in economy, price pressures 
prompt central bank’s decision

E D M O N T O N  J O U R N A L    T H U R S D A Y ,  S E P T E M B E R  7 ,  2 0 2 3   P A G E  N P 7

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s govern-
ment praised the Bank of Canada for hold-
ing interest rates steady, in a rare public 
reaction to a monetary policy decision. 
Finance Minister Chrystia Freeland, pic-
tured, who is also deputy prime minister, 
issued a statement minutes after gover-
nor Tiff Macklem and his officials left 
borrowing costs unchanged at five per 
cent on Wednesday. “The Bank of Can-
ada’s decision to maintain its overnight 

interest rate is welcome relief for Cana-
dians,” Freeland said. While she noted 
that she fully respects the central bank’s 
independence, her comments reflect the 
mounting political pressure policy-mak-
ers face as they try to slow the economy 
without causing unnecessary financial 
harm. Before Wednesday’s decision, the 
premiers of Ontario, B.C. and Newfound-
land and Labrador all urged Macklem to 
cease raising rates. Bloomberg

BoC RATE HOLD A ‘WELCOME RELIEF’

FP
MONTREAL

© 2023 Ernst & Young Inc. All Rights Reserved.

EY, in its capacity as Receiver of Careadon Corp. is seeking offers
to purchase the property commonly known as Careadon Village,
which is a 181,456 sq ft, eight floor, living facility comprised of
164 residential units. The property, situated on approximately
2.55 acres of land, is located at 2 Inglewood Drive, St. Albert, AB.
The property is currently partially complete and requires further
construction on the upper floors; however, approximately 55 units
are believed to be permitted for occupancy. All inquiries should be
directed solely to EY as Receiver. The deadline for submission of
offers is currently set for October 16, 2023 at 4:00 PM (MDT).

Information relating to the property can be located at this link:
https://documentcentre.ey.com/#/detail-engmt?eid=535
or by contacting the Receiver as set out below.

Evan MacKinnon (780 441 2447)
evan.mackinnon@parthenon.ey.com

Ernst & Young Inc., Receiver
Suite 1400, 10423 – 101 Street
Edmonton, Alberta T5H 0E7

RARE INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY!

STAY IN THE KNOW
ON ALL THINGS AUTO!
Get Driving.ca’s free twice weekly Blind Spot Monitor

newsletter for breaking news, reviews, tips & more.

Sign up at Driving.ca/blindspotmonitor

Follow us at @drivingdotca
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2 Inglewood Dr, St. Albert, AB T8N 7W6 - Careadon Village | LoopNet.ca

https://www.loopnet.ca/Listing/2-Inglewood-Dr-St-Albert-AB/29517751/ 1/5

Apartment Buildings /  Alberta /  St. Albert /  2 Inglewood Dr, St. Albert, AB T8N 7W6

Call Message

Careadon Village | 2 Inglewood Dr
164 Unit Apartment Building | For Sale | St. Albert, AB

Advertise

https://www.loopnet.ca/search/apartment-buildings/canada/for-sale/
https://www.loopnet.ca/search/apartment-buildings/ab--canada/for-sale/
https://www.loopnet.ca/search/apartment-buildings/st-albert-ab--canada/for-sale/
https://www.loopnet.ca/search/apartment-buildings/st-albert-ab-t8n--canada/for-sale/
https://www.loopnet.ca/solutions/en-ca/advertise?utm_source=advertise_now&utm_medium=homepage_button&site_tag=CAN
https://www.loopnet.ca/
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INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS

91 surface parking spots plus
underground parking

The mostly complete property
will include amenities such as a
water spa, library, and theatre
room

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Message

Careadon Village | 2 Inglewood Dr
164 Unit Apartment Building | For Sale | St. Albert, AB

Advertise

https://www.loopnet.ca/solutions/en-ca/advertise?utm_source=advertise_now&utm_medium=homepage_button&site_tag=CAN
https://www.loopnet.ca/


2 Inglewood Dr, St. Albert, AB T8N 7W6 - Careadon Village | LoopNet.ca

https://www.loopnet.ca/Listing/2-Inglewood-Dr-St-Albert-AB/29517751/ 3/5

PROPERTY FACTS

The Property began construction in
2016 and is situated on
approximately 2.55 acres of land
off the Sturgeon River. The Property
is constructed out of concrete and
steel and is designed to feature
common area amenities such as a
water spa, library, and theatre
room. There is an asphalt parking
lot located at the front of the
Property with 91 surface stalls,
along with an underground lot for
tenants of the Property. The
Property remains under
construction to some varying
degree, mostly on the upper levels,
but is also generally complete on
the first three floors and currently
houses residents with additional
units ready for occupancy. All
offers in respect of the Property

shall be made to the Receiver on
an as-is where-is basis, and with
the understanding that such offers
are submitted without any
representations or warranties from
the Receiver in relation to the
description, quality, quantity, or
fitness for use or purpose of the
Property, or otherwise. All parties
replying to this offer to purchase
are responsible for conducting their
own due diligence with respect to
the Property.
If you have questions about the
sales process or would like to
arrange for a site visit of the
Property, please contact Evan
MacKinnon at (780) 441-2447 or by
email at
evan.mackinnon@parthenon.ey.com.

Sale Type Investment

No. Units 164

Property Type Multifamily

Property Subtype Apartment

Building Class B

Lot Size 2.55 AC

Construction Status Under Construction

Building Size 181,456 SF

No. Stories 8
Message

Careadon Village | 2 Inglewood Dr
164 Unit Apartment Building | For Sale | St. Albert, AB

Advertise

https://www.loopnet.ca/solutions/en-ca/advertise?utm_source=advertise_now&utm_medium=homepage_button&site_tag=CAN
https://www.loopnet.ca/
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The Multifamily Property at 2 Inglewood Dr, St. Albert, AB T8N 7W6 is currently available For
Sale. Contact Ernst & Young for more information.

Listing ID: 29517751  Date Created: 2023-09-14  Last Updated: 2023-11-09

Address: 2 Inglewood Dr, St. Albert, AB

AERIAL  MAP

Year Built 2024

Parking Ratio 0.5/1,000 SF

MULTIFAMILY PROPERTIES IN NEARBY NEIGHBORHOODS

Central Apartment Buildings
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SCHEDULE “D” 



LAND TITLE CERTIFICATE

S
LINC TITLE NUMBERSHORT LEGAL

0037 310 951 162 250 9711623283;1;4A

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTIVE PLAN 1623283

BLOCK 1

LOT 4A

EXCEPTING THEREOUT ALL MINES AND MINERALS

AREA: 1.03 HECTARES (2.55 ACRES) MORE OR LESS

ATS REFERENCE: 4;25;54;30;RL

ESTATE: FEE SIMPLE

MUNICIPALITY: CITY OF ST. ALBERT

REFERENCE NUMBER: 152 356 496 +1

152 356 496

CONSIDERATIONDOCUMENT TYPE VALUE
REGISTERED OWNER(S)

162 250 971 DESCRIPTIVE PLAN

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

REGISTRATION DATE(DMY)

10/09/2016

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

OWNERS

CAREADON CORP.

OF 166 WESTRIDGE RD

EDMONTON

ALBERTA T5T 1B8

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE (D/M/Y) PARTICULARS

ENCUMBRANCES, LIENS & INTERESTS

REGISTRATION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
NUMBER

CAVEAT27/06/2012122 205 468
RE : EASEMENT

" AFFECTS PART OF THIS TITLE "

17/11/2015152 356 497 MORTGAGE
MORTGAGEE - UMC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT INC.

SUITE 201, 14020-128 AVE NW

( CONTINUED )



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE (D/M/Y) PARTICULARS

ENCUMBRANCES, LIENS & INTERESTS

REGISTRATION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
NUMBER

2PAGE
# 162 250 971

EDMONTON

ALBERTA T5L4M8

ORIGINAL PRINCIPAL AMOUNT: $30,000,000

17/11/2015152 356 498 CAVEAT
RE : ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND LEASES

CAVEATOR - UMC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT INC.

SUITE 201, 14020-128 AVE NW

EDMONTON

ALBERTA T5L4M8

AGENT - BRUCE G NEILL

04/03/2019192 050 766 AMENDING AGREEMENT
AMOUNT: $37,835,000

AFFECTS INSTRUMENT:   152356497

20/03/2019192 066 688 CAVEAT
RE : ACCESS

CAVEATOR - CAREADON CORP.

3200, 10180 101 STREET NW

EDMONTON

ALBERTA T5J3W8

06/08/2019192 184 984 AMENDING AGREEMENT
AMOUNT: $45,475,000

AFFECTS INSTRUMENT:   152356497

16/12/2019192 304 464 AMENDING AGREEMENT
AMOUNT: $51,548,170

AFFECTS INSTRUMENT:   152356497

14/06/2021212 131 361 MORTGAGE
MORTGAGEE - HMT HOLDINGS INC.

36 TORONTO STREET, SUITE 500

TORONTO

ONTARIO M5C2C5

ORIGINAL PRINCIPAL AMOUNT: $18,700,000

14/06/2021212 131 362 CAVEAT
RE : ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND LEASES

CAVEATOR - HMT HOLDINGS INC.

SUITE 500, 36 TORONTO STREET

TORONTO

ONTARIO M5C2C5

AGENT - ERIC P VAILLANT

14/06/2021212 131 363 POSTPONEMENT
OF MORT 152356497 CAVE 152356498

   AMEA 192050766 AMEA 192184984

   AMEA 192304464

( CONTINUED )



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE (D/M/Y) PARTICULARS

ENCUMBRANCES, LIENS & INTERESTS

REGISTRATION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
NUMBER

3PAGE
# 162 250 971

TO MORT 212131361 CAVE 212131362

14/06/2021212 131 364 AMENDING AGREEMENT
AFFECTS INSTRUMENT:   152356497

07/07/2022222 151 931 AMENDING AGREEMENT
AMOUNT: $65,000,000

AFFECTS INSTRUMENT:   152356497

06/05/2023232 143 913 CONSTRUCTION LIEN
LIENOR - NORDIC MECHANICAL SERVICES LTD.

C/O KIRWIN LLP

100, 12420-104 AVE NW

EDMONTON

ALBERTA T5N3Z9

AGENT - ANASTASIYA BILOVODSKA

AMOUNT: $28,255

DATE RECEIVED: MARCH 7, 2023

16/08/2023232 246 525 CERTIFICATE OF LIS PENDENS
AFFECTS INSTRUMENT:   212131361

19/08/2023232 250 680 CONSTRUCTION LIEN
LIENOR - SMOKY LAKE CABINETS AND WOODWORKING LTD.

C/O BIAMONTE LLP

1700,10025-102A AVENUE

EDMONTON

ALBERTA T5J2Z2

AGENT - JOSEPH ELIAS STAHL

AMOUNT: $117,523

RECEIVED JULY 11, 2023

21/08/2023232 252 947 CONSTRUCTION LIEN
LIENOR - ESTELAR CONSTRUCTION LTD.

C/O KNISLEY LAW

700 - 10050 112 ST NW

EDMONTON

ALBERTA T5K2J1

AGENT - YANNICK JIMENEZ FAJARDO

AMOUNT: $55,953

RECEIVED JULY 21/2023

23/09/2023232 289 990 BUILDER'S LIEN
LIENOR - DYRBYE DEVELOPMENTS LTD.

3 OVERTON PLACE

ST. ALBERT

ALBERTA T8N6W9

AMOUNT: $79,032

WAGES

RECEIVED AUGUST 22, 2023

( CONTINUED )



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE (D/M/Y) PARTICULARS

ENCUMBRANCES, LIENS & INTERESTS

REGISTRATION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
NUMBER

4PAGE
# 162 250 971

27/09/2023232 294 361 BUILDER'S LIEN
LIENOR - KOTA CONTRACTING INC.

C/O 3200, 10180-101 ST

EDMONTON

ALBERTA T5J3W8

AMOUNT: $8,655,744

RECEIVED DATE: AUGUST 25, 2023

20/10/2023232 319 375 CERTIFICATE OF LIS PENDENS
AFFECTS INSTRUMENT:   232252947

"RECEIVED SEPT/20/2023"

019TOTAL INSTRUMENTS:

*END OF CERTIFICATE*

ORDER NUMBER:

CUSTOMER FILE NUMBER:

48976007

20232371/RTT

THE REGISTRAR OF TITLES CERTIFIES THIS TO BE AN 

ACCURATE REPRODUCTION OF THE CERTIFICATE OF 

TITLE REPRESENTED HEREIN THIS 24 DAY OF 

NOVEMBER, 2023 AT 02:24 P.M.

THIS ELECTRONICALLY TRANSMITTED LAND TITLES PRODUCT IS INTENDED 

FOR THE SOLE USE OF THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER, AND NONE OTHER, 

SUBJECT TO WHAT IS SET OUT IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW.

THE ABOVE PROVISIONS DO NOT PROHIBIT THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER FROM

INCLUDING THIS UNMODIFIED PRODUCT IN ANY REPORT, OPINION, 

APPRAISAL OR OTHER ADVICE PREPARED BY THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER AS 

PART OF THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER APPLYING PROFESSIONAL, CONSULTING 

OR TECHNICAL EXPERTISE FOR THE BENEFIT OF CLIENT(S).
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SCHEDULE “E” 



 
   

Invoice

Careadon Corp.
2 Inglewood Drive
St. Albert, AB T8N 7W6
Canada

Invoice No.: CA12C500009795  
Please include this number with payment
  
Invoice Date: October 03, 2023
Due Date: Upon receipt
Client No.: 0013475236
Engagement No.: E-67560857

Please see last page of the invoice for 
payment instructions.

For work performed by the Receiver, Ernst & Young Inc., from the date of Receivership, July 7, 2023 up to and 
including September 29, 2023.

CAD
Net Tax Rate Tax Amount Total

Fees 140,525.50
Less: Courtesy Discount -23,923.00
Subtotal 116,602.50 GST 5 % 5,830.13 122,432.63
Expenses 4,779.25 GST 5 % 238.96 5,018.21
 121,381.75 6,069.09 127,450.84

Invoice summary 121,381.75
Tax:                  5% GST 6,069.09

Total: 121,381.75 6,069.09 127,450.84

A member of Ernst & Young Global

Terms:  Payment due upon receipt. Interest is charged at the rate of 12 % per annum on balances unpaid after 30 days from date 
of invoice. Any disbursements not charged to your account on the date of this invoice will be billed later.
GST/HST: R123425522 QST: 1006354498
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                                                    Payment Options and Instructions

Interac e-Transfer  
Email to use for transfer: etransfer.eyllp.cad@ca.ey.com

Auto-deposit is enabled, no password is required.

In Notes/Comments section, please include invoice number(s).      

Cheques 
P.O. Box 57104
Postal Station A
Toronto, ON M5W 5M5.

Please include the invoice number(s) on the cheque details.

Wire Transfer                                                                                             Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)
Beneficiary:                                                                            
Address:
                       
Beneficiary Bank      
Bank SWIFT Code:
Code CC:
Beneficiary’s Account #:

  

Ernst & Young LLP
100 Adelaide Street West 
Toronto, ON, M5H 0B3
BMO Bank of Montreal 
BOFMCAM2
000124112
24111000237

   

Legal Name:
Banking Information:

Ernst & Young LLP
Bank of Montreal
Bank :
Transit :
Account #:

001
24112
1000237

                
            To ensure proper application of your electronic payment, please provide client and invoice number details directly to: 
                                                                    gss.CanadaAccountsReceivable@xe02.ey.com.
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SCHEDULE “F” 
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SCHEDULE “G” 
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SCHEDULE “H” 



1

Evan MacKinnon

Subject: Notice to Media - Application to Restrict Access

From: CommunicationsOfficer QB <CommunicationsOfficer.QB@albertacourts.ca>  
Sent: Monday, November 27, 2023 10:44 AM 
To: Ryan Trainer <ryan.trainer@mross.com> 
Subject: Fw: Notice to Media - Application to Restrict Access 
 

 
Please see the below confirmation that the Court of King's Bench of Alberta has received your 
Application to Restrict Access. 
  
Notice: 

The Applicant intends to apply for an order restricting publication of or public access to Court proceedings or records. You have the 
right to state your side of this matter before the judge. To do so, you must be present in Court when the application is heard on the 
date and at the time and place indicated in the Details of Hearing, below. 

Details of hearing: 

Details of hearing 
Court File Number 2303 11446 
Plaintiff UMC Financial Management Inc.  
Name(s) of Accused(s), 
Defendant(s), Respondent(s) Careadon Corp. et al 

Court Location Edmonton 
Court Date and Time December 8, 2023 at 10 a.m. 
  
  
Details of Application 
Applicant Type Other 

Applicant's Name Ernst & Young Inc. in its capacity as Court Appointed Receiver 
and Manager of Careadon Corp. 

Applicant’s Lawyer Ryan Trainer 
Email Address ryan.trainer@mross.com 

Details of restriction applied for The Receiver is seeking to seal the Confidential Supplement to 
the Receiver's Second Report to the Court.  

Please do not reply to this e-mail. For further information, please contact the email address provided in Details of Application, 
above. 

To remove your email address from this list click unsubscribe 

 

Notice: External Email  


